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ABSTRACT 

Thick-film dielectric compositions which devitrify 

in a controlled way to form a ceramic phase during processing , 

are available for evaluation as crossover insulation in 

multilayer circuits. Their advantage over compositions based 

upon a borosilicate glass is that they provide a surface of 

greater mechanical stability for successive conductor layers 

during subsequent firing processes. This results in close 

alignment being maintained between successive layers of a 

multilayer circuit. 

A substantial part of the total manufacturing cost of 

a thick-film circuit is associated with the noble-metal 

content of conductor coEpositions. This has given i~petus to 

the develop~ent of Platin~-Silver based pastes in preference 

to those containing higher percentages of Gold and Palladium. 

The results of an evaluation of dielectric behaviour using 

Platinum-Gold electrodes are of little significance if the 
-

intention is to use that same dielectric with Platinum-Silver 

electrodes in production. The interaction of materials at the 

interfaces during processing is known to alter the properties 

of the dielectric quite significantly, and the crossover 

structure must be evaluated as a system if useful data is to 

be obtained. 
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This project is 8.r1: evaluation of two multilayer 

systems based upon proprietary pastes from two different 

manufacturers; the dielectric is of the glass-ceran:.ic type 

and the conductor is based upon a Platinum-Silver composition. 

Although claiGs are made in the product literature that both 

systems have equivalent performance, this report will show 

substantial differences exist when tests are conducted under 

the kind of conditions experienced during production. 
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· INTRODUCTION 

Thick-film technology is based upon a screen-printing 

process in which conductor, resistor and dielectric cowpositions 

in paste form can be selectively printed through selected 

· areas of a masked stainless-steel me sh screen on to an alun. ina 

substrate. Freshly printed substrates are placed in a dust-free 

cabinet to allow the screen i mpression marks to disappe ar, and 

the pattern surfaces to become s rriooth and glossy. These printed 

substrates are then dried in an oven, typically for 15 minutes 

at a temperature of 150°c, which removes the volatile solvent 

which made the paste screenable. The next step involves a 

higher te~perature firing operation, which in the case of the 

con:positions used in this evaluation requires a peak teu.perature 

of 850°c. As the substrates pass through the furnace on a 

conveyor belt, their temperature follows the firing profile 

illustrated in Figure 1. As the temperature rises, the organic 

binder burns off and is carried· away by convection currents 

through the furnace tube. During the ten.perature plateau at 850°C 

the glass fri t component melts so that the solid con.ponents 

can diffuse and blend together, and special nucleating agents 

encourage the formation of a polycrystalline ceramic phase. 

During the cooling-down period, this ceramic phase becomes 

securely bonded to the substrate by means of the glass matrix. 
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The choice of paste, and the sequence in which e ach 

one is printed and fired, depends upon the components needed 

in the multilayer circuit. If the composition of the paste 

contains finely dispersed Silver, Platinum, Palladium or 

Gold, the fired pattern can be made conductive. If the 

composition includes such oxides as, for exar;:.ple, Palladium 

Oxide or Ruthenium Oxide, the conductivity can be reduced by 

many orders of magnitude and the fired pattern becomes 

resistive. It follmvs that a useful dielectric can be forn.ed 

by omitting the metals and these oxides, retaining the glass

ceramic components. An arrangen:ent in which one conductor 

of a circuit must be insulated from another passing over it 

occurs often in the design of a multilayer circuit, and is 

referred to as a "crossover". The lower conductor is printed 

and fired first. This is generally followed by a double-print 

of dielectric which is then co-fired with the upper conductor 

which has been printed over the dielectric. If resistors of 

3 

low value are required, they are printed and fired next, 

followed by those of high value. This seq_uence tends to reduce 

the drift in value which is experienced by subsequent firing 

and which is more severe for the higher value resistors. 

Capacitors of low value can obviously be designed in parallel

plate format using the low dielectric constant insulation of t he 

crossover as the capacitor dielectric, in which case they can 

be printed and fired along with the crossovers. For larger 

values, a high dielectric constant composition can be 
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substituted at the appropr~ate printing stage. 

A set of conductor, resistor and dielectric pastes 

from a given manufacturer is referred to as "compatible" 

if the glass components in each of the pastes will combine 

on firing to produce an interface which is free of occluded 

gas. The overall performance of a compatible paste system 

depends very much on the equipment and technique used to 

prepare test samples, and consequently the choice of a 

suitable systelli cannot be made on the basis of inforlliation 

in the product literature alone. The exact composition of 

each paste is not usually divulged by the manufacturer for 

proprietary reasons, making it rather difficult to interpret 

4 

the results of an "in-house" evaluation except in son:ewhat 

general terms. Fortunately, as far as a microcircuit 

manufacturer is concerned, the most meaningful data is obtained 

by utilising a test pattern which in all respects typifies 

the problems expected in circuit production. Con:pat{ble 

paste systems can then be evaluated on the same terms, 

revealing features of the materials which may not be apparent 

in some of the more "idealised" laboratory tests. This explains 

why so much reliance is placed upon the kind of test 

procedure illustrated in this report for two compatible systems 

from different suppliers, and for which the data in the 

product literature appears to be very similar in all respects. 

This report demonstrates considerable differences between such 

systems when evaluated for production work in thick-film 

technology. 



For the tv;o system.s evaluated in this report, certa in 

constraints were established. Since it is well known· in 

thick-film technology that the electrical properties of a 

dielectric layer are sensitive to printing and firing 

conditions in particular, the same printing s creens and 

firing profile wer e used for all test substrates. From the 

production standpoint, it is advantageous for successive 

printings of conductor and dielectric in a multilayer circuit 

to be fired at the s ame temperature profile. This avoids the 

delay incurred when f urnaces have to be reset and left to 

stabilise. Furthermore, this takes advantage of one of the 

properties of the new glass-cerawic compositions , na~ely t hat 

the melting point after being fired once is somewhat higher 

than before because of the ceraILic phase developed; refiring 

at the same profile several times thereafter does not reflow 

the dielectric layer, and the registration of the conductor 

layers is maintained to closer tolerance than that achieved 

with a borosilicate glass. 

All of the test substrates for both paste systems 

were prepared using the test pattern illustrated in Figure 2, 

and din.ensioned in 'l'able 1. The pattern includes a variety 

5 

of different sized parallel-plate format capacitors (labelled 

"A" through "J"), several crossovers (labelled "K" through "N") 

and a large area consisting of identically sized and closely 

spaced crossovers in the form of an "array". Son:e of the 

substrates utilised the entire pattern because they were 



l 
y 

x 

Figure 2. Test pattern. ( x2 magnification) 

c:J Conductor 

Im Dielectric 
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Location Electrodes Dielectric 
of 

Pad x (rn..'ll) y (mm) x(mm) y (run) 

A,B,c,n;E 6.37 6.37 7.36 7.36 

F 5.10 5.10 6.08 6.08 

G 3.82 3.82 4.82 4.82 

H 2.53 2.53 3.54 3.54 

I 1.79 1.79 2.75 2.75 

J 1.26 1.26 2.23 2.23 

K 2.54 7.66 3.57 3.57 

L 1.24 3.82 2.27 2.27 

M 0.61 2.55 1.62 1.62 

N 0.24 2.16 1.22 1.22 

Array 0.27 0.27 * - -

* Dimensions of a single crossover 

Table 1. Test pattern dimensions. 
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2" x 2", whereas the l" x l" substrates utilised only the 

array, with the r emainder of the pat tern being blanked off. 

At the request of Garrett lv1anufacturing , the identity of the 

pas te systems was not to be dis closed for proprietary reasons, 

and so the two systems s elected had to be described as System ' A' 

and System ' B', each cons ist i ng of one conduc tor and one 

dielectric paste. 

Comparat ive meas ure rr:ents were rr.ade on the thick-film 

test substrates prepared from the materials of both systems, 

under the following he adings . In some cases, the interpretation 

of the ffieasurernents in the thick-film Industry is based upon 

an 'operational definition' which may differ from the accepted 

meaning in the Electrical Engineering field: 

Dielectric Integrity 

identifica tion of the number and location of any 

short-circuited cros sovers on the array of each test 

substrate, to predict the likely yield of accept abl e 

circuits in production. 

- investigation of the effects of multiple refiring 

on the overall yield. 

Insulation Re s istance 

- measurement of the conductivity of the crossover 

dielectric under de conditions. 

- the effect of water absorption on the insulation 

resistance at different de voltage levels. 

- the effect of refiring on dielectrics previously 
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exposed to wate~. 

Dielectri c Strength 

non-destructive testing in which the insulation 

resistance is measured at lOOV de and then compared 

to its value at 600V de; the increase in conductivi ty 

(asswr:ing no breakdown) should not exceed three 

orders-of-magnitude for its dielectric strength to 

be quoted as > 600V for a specified die l ectric 

thickness. 

- . the effect of water absorption on dielectric strength 

both before and after refiring. 

Dielectric Cons tant 

- measurement of the unit;...area capacitance for known 

thickness of dielectric, for several capacitive 

structures on the test substrates. 

- change of dielectric constant due to the effects of 

multiple refiring. 

- change of dielectric constant as a result of aging. 

- ·measurement of the frequency dependence of the 

dielectric constant. 

Dissipation Factor 

- measurement 01· the variation of dielectric loss 

(i.e. tanO) with frequency. 



DISCUSSION 

When a number of Integrated-circuit lli odules are 

mounted on a single thick-film substrate, the layout of the 

interconnect i ons usually requires a large number of crossovers. 

In the design of the l ay out, conductors wh ich have to pass 

over each other generally do so ortho~onally, and a glas s

c.erami c dielectric is interposed to provide the physical and 

electrical isolation required. Generally there is a difference 

of potential between such conductors as a result of different 

de bias levels, and in addition, ac signal voltages may be 

superimposed on the de bias. If two conductors should cross 

orthoganally on either side of a dielectric layer, there may 

be de coupling as a result of leakage current through the 
,.-

dielectric and ac coupling as a result of the capacitance. 

(surface leakage and fringing flux are generally negligible 

as a result cif the layout design) 

Several steps can be taken to rnnrnnse the effects of 

this coupling between the circuit layers. Since a glass-ceraw.ic 

dielectric ha,s distinct mechanical advantages over the glass 

type, it is to be preferred, but the dielectric constant is 

higher as a result of the cerarr.ic phase developed. Consequently 

there is little that can be done to reduce the value of the 

dielectric constant below about K = 10. The common area of the 

10 
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crossover can be mini~ised , by narrowing t he conductors t o t he 

practical limit, which is on the order of 0.25mm (= lOmils). 

For a reasonable yield froill the thick-film process, the 

dielectric is double-printed and fired to a thickness close to 

46 microns(= l.8rr,ils). Although it would be advantageous to 

increase the thickness, it would be uneconomic for a nurr,ber of 

obvious reasons. The coupling capacitance of this minimal 

sized crossover, assun.ing that it has a "parallel-plate" 

structure and that fringing flux can be neglected, is on the 

order of O.lpF. Since the reactance above say, 100111Hz, is less 

than 16K1l, it is obvious that ~any crossovers, in a digital 

circuit especially, can cause a serious degradation of the 

circuit performance. Every attempt must be made to minimise 

the nw~ber of crossovers at the design stage, and if this 

a difficult task, the spacing between conductors carrying 

digital signals should be increased by alteration of the layout. 
,... 

These corr.ments would apply in the case of VHF analogue signals, 

and increasing the spacing might prove advantageous if the 

conductors differed in potential by say, a few hundred volts de. 

For a simple crossover, with electrode spacing of about 46!Ilicrons, 

the electric field might be close to th? dielectric strength 

under these circumstances. Furthermore, the thick-film 

conductor compositions all contain a large percentage of Silver, 

and there is always the risk of migration through the dielectric 

under high electric fields and humid conditions. 
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DC Effects 

Suppose tha t a cons t ant de volt age i s suddenly applied 

across the electrodes of a sirr.p le cros sover from a h ighly 

stabilis ed low-impedance source. An initia l ris e in current 

is obs erved in the circuit, which s ubs equen t ly dec ays to a 

much lower value after a peri od of tiILe wh ich usually extends 

to several seconds, but may arr.ount to one minute or more. If 

the dielectric strength i s not exceeded, the current there aft er 

remains steady apart from s mall random fluctuations; if it is 

.exceeded, circuit current continues to incre ase until the 

dielectric f ails. This behaviour is sketched in Figure 3. 

In view of the fact that the thick-film dielectric 

is a polycrystalline phase embedded in a glass matrix, and 

most probably includes a number of different kinds of i~purity 

ions trapped at phase boundaries and at lattice i n.perfections, 

the response to an electric field at the molecular level will 

be co1Lplex. It is thought that the initial rise in current (as 

the parasitic capacitance charges) results from bulk transport 

of impurity ions within the dielectric (leakage current) together 

with a component of current arising from polarization of the 

dielec.tric. (absorption current) The electronic and molecular 

polarizations would have extremely short relaxation times of 

about l0-13sec, and the effects would be masked by any 

orientation, space-charge or ion-jump mechanisms with relaxation 

times extending to seconds. Dynamic equilibrium is reached 
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Figure 3. DC response of a crossover dielectric. 

1 1 = leakage current (conductivity) 

1
8 

= absorption current (relaxation) 

increase in leakage current 
leading to bre akdown 
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-
between the ef fe cts of t he e l ectr ic f ield , and t he r andomi s ing 

eff ect of t he temper ature , on t he dipoles creat ed . Therefore 

after a period of time r elated to the mos t pr obable value in 

14 

the distr ibut i on of relaxation times, the abs orpt ion current 

has decayed to a ne gligi ble value as the cros sover capacitance 

becorr.es f ully charged. The circuit current a t this point in 

time, negl ecting any s urface effe cts , is t he value of "leakage" 

current t hat should be used to det er mine the insulat ion-

resistance for t he dielectric. In order to make a realis tic 

co~paris on betwe en different glass -ceramic dielectrics for x i ng 

crossovers of t he s ame geometry , the thick-film industry adopts 

the procedure of measuring the insulation res istance after an 

arbitrarily chosen time l apse of lmin, from the time of 

application of the de voltage, for the reason cited above. 

It is not always reasonable to neglect surface leakage current, 

even though every attempt is rr.ade in the design of a crossover 

to miniILise it. For exan~ple, the dielectric is made to overlap 

the common area associated with the upper and lower conductors 

by a margin which makes any possible surface leakage path at 

least an order of magnitude greater than the dielectric thick-

ness. -The ef'fect of surface leakage leads to a pessimistic 

value for the insulation resistance, and its presence can be 

inferred from a repeat rr:easuren.ent of the latter after drying 

and coating with an encapsulant which is i mpervious to water. 

The rriob i lity of various i rr..purity ions which be come attached to 

the dielectric surface during processing, increases with the 



presence of a film of moisture , and if in addition a de 

voltage i s present between the electrodes, there is the risk 

of Silver ion n;i gration and dendri tic growth at the cathode 

if the dielectric happens to be porous. · 
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Dielectric strength is defined as the maximum vol tage

gradient which a material can withstand before a catastrophic · 

failure occurs, and is generally obtained from the results of 

many destructive tests carried out under carefully controlled 

conditions. Thick-film dielectrics are never exposed to such 

high electric fields that there is the risk of this kind of 

breakdown, and a more meaningful test has been devised which 

indicates the degree of degradation resulting from a substantial 

increase in the applied electric field, without initiating 

the breakdown. In this test, the insulation resistance is 

measured under the conditions outlined earlier, at a voltage 

of lOOV de; a repeat measurement is made at, say, 500V de. · 

If the insulation resistance has not decreased by more than 

3 orders-of-magnitude relative to that at lOOV, then this 

"operational" definition of dielectric strength is quoted as 

)500V for a dielectric film of specified thickness. 

The breakdown n.echanism for coILlll.ercial dielectrics of the glass

cerarr,ic type is probably initiated by electrons from i~purity 

atoms and aided by the release of ions from phase boundaries 

and structural defects as the electric field is increased. 
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The printed thic.k-filrn i s ;Likely to have a dis tribution of 

various i mperfections on a macroscopic scale , and the fired 

film will be inhomogene ous; arcing at voids within the structure, 

as a result of the non-uniform electric field, causes localised 

melting and chemical change. If this is severe it i s likely 

that a conducting path will develop as a result of me tallic 

diffusion into the dielectric, and the crossover br eaks down. 

At this stage, the dacage is permanent. 

It often happens that if a crossover is tested 

i ffililediately after processing it will be found to have a short

circuit, probably as a result of some diffusion of metallic 

ions from the conductor composition through the common glass 

phase of the structure,during the growth of the cerrunic phase 

within the dielectric. The process of deliberately refiring 

can son•etirr:e s remove this conductive path permanently, and 

the crossover has as high an insulation resistance as one which 

--did not have a short circuit initially. In SOILe cases, the 

short can be removed by the application of a de electric 

field somewhat lower than the dielectric strength of sin:ilar 

structures. The n:echanisrn is probably due to i mpurity aton.s 

which -have become trapped during the devitrification at phase 

boundaries, and are released by ·subsequent heat treatn.ent or 

the application of a high electric field. By the san.e token, 

it may be possible to rerr:ove one shorting path, only to replace 

it by another, and unfortunately this seems to be the case. 

However, since there is nothing to be lost from an Engineering 
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viewpoi nt , it is worth the. risk to obtain a higher yield, and it 

is not uncorr.mon for other kinds of dielectric used in Electrical 

Engineering to be "condit ioned " with an electric field before 

testing in their intended environment. 

AC Effects 

When an ac voltage is applied _to a crossover, the 

only polar izati on mechanisms which can contribute to the 

permitt i vi ty of the dielectric are t h ose whose range of 

relaxation time s lie below the period of os cillation of the 

ac electric field. Therefore in the frequency range 60Hz -

1001.lliz for example, the total polarizabili ty is due to the 

sum total of all the polarizing mechanisms mentioned previous ly. 

Although it might be expected that the permittivity decrease s 

as the frequency increases because of the progressively 

smaller contribution f'rom space-charge and ion-jump 

polarizations, this does not appear in the results for glass

ceramic crossovers. In the region of 20iilliz there is a 

noticeable increase in permittivity which might be attributable 

to vibration loss for the various ions in the glass phase. In 

such a complex system as a thick-film dielectric, it is almost 

impossible to be specific, and for most Engineering purposes 

it is more meaningful to model the behaviour with an equivalent 

circuit, wnose colliponent values are chosen to match the 

empirical results as far as possible. 

Similar con:ments apply to the consideration of dielectric 
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loss which is generally ch~acterised by a measurement of the 

loss"'.""tangent, tan S . The dielectric loss of glass-ceramics is 

thought to be due to ion-jump relaxation in the glass phase at 

electrical frequencies of practical interest, the contribution 

due to de conductivity being negligible at normal ambient 

temperatures . Whereas at de the los s is described in terms 

of the leakage current, at ac there is the combined effect of 

leakage and absorption currents , with the latter being the 

dominant term. There is a general tendency for the dielectric 

loss to decrease with increasing frequency until the vibration 

losses mentioned earlier begin to· dominate and the dielectric 

loss increases again. Part of this effect would be due to the 

increase in effective series resistance of the crossover 

structure as a result of the skin effect at frequencie s high 

enough that only part of the conductor layer is effective. 

Circuit mode l for Crossovers and Printed Capac itors 

A number of network-analysis corr1puter programs exist 

for the evaluation of the circuit performance of specific 

components when interconnected; the physical layout of such 

co~ponents can influence the behaviour of the coffiplete circuit 

even though the electrical interconnections are the same in 

each case. The cor: ~puter programs require suitable models for 

each of the circuit components, which, in the case of thick

film networks, includes crossovers. The distributed nature of 

thick-filIL colliponents tends to lead to complex lumped-element 



models, especially at freqµencies in the Gigahertz range, but 

in the case of a single printed crossover the model shown in 

Figure 4 is adequate. 
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The resistor R represents the resistance of the leads, s 

electrodes and electrode/dielectric interfaces of the crossover. 

The inductive effect of the parasitic capacitance ex at very 

high frequencies v:here it becor:r;.es significant, together with 

any lead inductance, is lumped into the inductor element L. 

The resistor RP represents the insulation resistance at de, 

and both polarization and leakage losses under ac conditions. 

The limitations of such a model centre on the fact that the 

model parameters are frequency, humidity and temperature 

dependent, and must be measured in the ranges of interest. 

Obviously, if the frequency range of interest is severely 

restricted, then the model is easily si~plified to a parallel 

equivalent at low frequency or a series equivalent at high 
,-

frequency. In view of the fact that the Q-meter is a convenient 

instrument with which to n:easure the rr.odel parar..eters in terms 

of an equivalent parallel branch, there is good reason for 

favouring this choice at all frequencies, performing the 

parallel~series transfor~ation as required. 

With reference to Figure 4, the admittance of the 

network can be written, 

y = (1) 
2 

- W LC R ) + jw( L + C R R ) 
x p x s p 



L 

c x ~ 
p 

Figure 4. E~uivalent circuit-model for a printed crossover. 

L = lead and capacitor inductance 

R
5 

=resistance of ~eads, electrodes and electrode/ 

dielectric interfaces 

RP = representation of polarization loss and 

insulation resistance (leakage) 

ex = parasitic capacitance of crossover 
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and after rationalising the expressi on can be rearranged 

into the form, 

where: 

and 

Y = G + jBc 

G = _____ R_._p_+_R_8_[_1_+_(w_c_x_R....._p_) _
2

] __ _ 

(R + R - w 2LC R ) 2 + w 2 ( L + C R R ) 2 
s p xp x sp 

BC = ~--c...>-'-[_c_x_R~P-2 ___ L_{_1_+_(w_cx_R__._p_)_2~}~] __ _ 

+R -w2LCR) 2 +w2 (L+CRR) 2 
p x p x s p 

In (2) and (3), G and B are the conductance and capacitive 
c 

susceptance respectively of an equivalent parallel R,C 

network. The Q-ffieter is used to determine the values of R 

and C as described in the Appendix. 

From the ratio of the expressions given in (2) and (3), the 

loss tangent can be calculated: 

Tan O = R + R [l + p s (we R ) 2] x p 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

At frequencies for which L is insignificant corr:pared with the 

effects of the remaining parameters, equation (4) can be 

simplifi ed to the forlli: 

Tan 0 ~ 1 

we R x p 

+ c..>C R x s (5) 
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It can be easily $hown that for typical values of 

RP, R
8 

and Cx for thick-film crossovers , the value of 

equivalent parallel capacitance, C, as measured by the 

Q-meter, is equal to the mode l parameter C for all electrical x 
frequencies of interest. Similarly, the equivalent parallel 

resistance, R, i s equal to :node l parameter R (to .within 
p 

approx i mate ly 476 ) for frequencies below about 500kHz . For 

frequencies above 500kHz , the relationship between R and RP 

should be obtained from the expression: 

R 

The value for Rs can be obtained 1·rom a measurement 

of tan O at sufficiently high frequency ( >5MHz ) that the 

second term in equation (5) is the dominant one. 

(6) 

It can be shown that the measured value of tan S (=l/wCR) 

is equal to the value of tan S predicted from equation ( 5) 

for the model, at all electrical frequencies of interest 

for the practical application of thick-film technology. 

A comparison of model behaviour and measurements 1·or 

capacitor pad E (Figure 2) is given on the graph of Figure 28 

for System 'A', by way of example. The values of the parameters 

were ex = 80pF, Rs = 0. 24 ohms and RP = 10 i,1egohms • 

Such a relatively simple model as that of Figure 4 

cannot predict peaks due to resonance loss which might occur 

in the electrical frequency band for thick-film dielectrics. 



PROCEDURZ 

I den t i fi cat ion of ;·,Taterials and Test Substr ates 

For t he purposes of t h is re port, t wo con~atible paste 

systems f r om different Supplier s were selected, and ident ifi ed 

as Sys t em 'A' and System ' B' for proprie tary reas ons . Each 

system comprises one Platinum-Silver conductor paste and one 

glass-cerauic dielectric paste. 

Printed substrates prepared from System 'A' materials 

consist of a set of 2" x 2" alumina substrat es coded A1 , A2 .•.. 

•••. A10 utilising the entire test pattern illustrated in 

Figure 2, and a set of l" x l" alumina substrates coded A11 , 

A12 •••• A30 utilising only the array of crossovers, the 

remainder 01· the pat tern being blanked off. For Sys tern ' B ' 

materials only one set of 2" x 2" alumina substrates were 

prepared because of the limited manufacturing variations that 

proved feasible for this system. They \vere coded B1 , B2 •••• 

•••• B20 and utilised the entire test pattern. 

Choice of Test Pattern and Screen Pre paration 

The test pattern used in this evaluation was selected 

on the basis tha t the test structures would be typical of the 

range to be fo~nd in t he k ind of thick-film circuits currently 

manufac t ured with other types of paste at Garrett ~,ianufacturing . 
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In order to process the tept pattern, which is illustrated 

in Figure 2, three stencil screens were prepared; each one 

contains a separate pattern correspond ing to the base 

electrodes , the dielectric layer, and the counter-electrodes 

respectively. The positive film masters used to generate these 

stencil screens are illustrated in Figure 5. 

Three '20Q-n,esh ' s creens were assembled to their 

support frames and tensioned so that the measured deflection 

at the centre of the screen was 1.0 + 0.1 mm when a 0.5kg 

load was applied. In a clean-room under amber lighting, the 

screens were cleaned with detergent and isopropyl alcohol. 

A piece of ' Autoline' fil1 was applied to the underside of 

the mesh, and attached to it by means of a layer of 'Encols ol' 

emulsion applied by squeegee from the opposite side. After 

drying, the backing was removed fro~ the film, and each of the 

three screens was placed in contact with its appropriate 

positive fil~ master in a vacull!ll exposure frame. Exposure to 

UV light for 7 minutes is followed by a wash in hot water 

spray (40°C) which re.G.oves the emulsion which was protected 

from exposure by the film master, leaving a negative screen 

pattern. After drying, any areas at the periraeter of the 

pattern are blocked-out to prevent paste leakage when the 

screen is used to print the desired pattern on to a suitable 

alumina substrate. 



~~ 

MICR O 
ELEC TRON ICS (a ) Base Elect rodes 

(b) Dielectric Layer 

(c) Counter-electrodes 

Figure 5. Positive film masters. 
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Screen-printing and ~iring of Tes t Substrates 

A standard Pres co screen printer was used throughout 

the evaluation. Each screen was set-up in the printer to give 

a 0.030" snap-back , and sufficient pressure applied to the 

black-rubber squeegee for the pattern to print clearly when 

the appropriate paste was applied to t he upper surface of the 

screen. (The 'snap-back ' is t he vertical deflection caus ed 

by the motion of the squeegee, to bring the screen into line-

contact with the substrate beneath the squeegee as the print 

is made.) Pre-fired and cleaned 96~ Alumina substrates were 

placed in turn on the substrate-holder of t he printer, and 

the alignr:ient between screen pattern and substrate checked by 

making a number of trials to ensure adequate paste loading of 

the screen apertures and clean-edgad prints. The freshly

printed test substrates were inspected, placed in a dust-free 

cabinet to allow time for the screen-impression marks to 
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disappear, and subseq_uently oven-dried for 12 minutes at 150°C. 

Each test substrate was then fired according to the teu.perature 

profile illustrated in Figure 1, although the sequence of 

printing, drying and firing was varied according to the 

schedule illustrated in Figure 6. This schedule was adopted 

because the first part of the evaluation involved identifying 

the best manufacturing sequence from a number of possible · 

alternatives, and seeing if there was any correlation between 

the sequence chosen and the yield obtained in ter~s of the 

percentage of good crossovers. 



OPI'ION l{a) 

Print, dry, fire 
Base conductor 

i . st FTint, dry 1-

Dielectric 

t 
Print, dry 

layer 

2nd 

,,. OPTION l{b) 

---.,,,> ... Fire double-printed 
layer Dielectric layer 

~ 
Dielectric 

~ 
Print, dry 
Counter-electrode 

t 
Co-fire dielectric 
with 
Counter-electrode 

Print, dry 
Counter-electrode 

~ 
Fire 
Counter-electrode 

OPTION 2(a) 

Print, dry, fire 
Base conductor 

t 
Print, dry, fire 
st . t . 1- Dielec ric 

layer 
I 

\J/ nd 
Print, dry 2-
Dielectric layer 

t 
Print, dry 
Counter-electrode 

t 
Co-fire 2nd dielectric 
with 
Counter-electrode 

Figure 6. Processine sequences. 

OPTION 2(h) 

-- Fire .2nd 
--- Dielectric layer 

t 
Print, dry 
Counter-electrode 

Fire 
t 

Counter-electrode 

t'V 
-._,) 



With ref·erence. to Figure c;i , Options l(a) and 2(a) involve 

a co-firing procedure for the second dielectric layer and 

counter-electrode; these Options differ in that the first 

dielectric is only dried in l(a) whereas it is fired first 

in 2(a). As far as Options l(b) and 2(b) are concerned, all 

layers are fired separately, but in l(b) the dielectric is 

printed double be~ore firing whereas in 2(b), each of tne 

dielectric prints is fired individually. The number of 

individual processing steps is least for Option l(a) and 

most 1·or 2 (b). 

All dried prints were subjected to an identical 

temperature profile during the firing operations, and after 

being allowed to cool to room temperature, the thickness of 

successive prints was measured with a Zeiss light-section 

microscope to maintain process control. Average values of 
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the thickness of fired prints are shown on the cross-sectional 

view of a typical crossover given in Figure 7. 

Table 2. illustrates how each substrate was processed 

using both System 'A' and System 'B' materials. Note that 

System 'B' materials could not be processed using either of 

the cc-firing Options, l(a) and 2(a), without the counter

electrode becoming detached from the dielectric on cooling. 

The test substrates made using this sequence were discarded. 

Sequence of :·Jeasurements 

The measurements . made on the test substrates were 
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..-------,-------:------,---___ 1 _ 
counter electrode i?prn 

dielectric . ·· ·::~_:: _-~ ~J~:pm 
l?um --f-' - -

0.64mm · 

Figure 7. Cross~section through a printed crossover. 
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Option Substrate Code-number 

S;ystem ' A ' System ' B ' 

A2' A5, AlO 

l(a) and 

A21 to A30 

l(b) A4' Ag Bll to B20 

Al' A5' Ag 

2(a) and · --
All to A20 

2(b) A3' A7 Bl to B10 

Table 2. Substrate code-numbers for processing options. 



substantially the same fo~ both systems, and for convenienc e 

were divided into several parts : 

Part 1. Identification of the number and location of 

short-circuited crossovers on the printed 

'array' of each substrate. This was carried 

out using an RCA Vol t-Ohmyst i".1odel 'NV-77E 

multimeter (10001-.1.n. range) , and measuring the 

resistance between each upper and lower 

electrode-pair for the 100 crossovers in the 

array. 

Part 2. A repeat of Part 1. after selected samples 
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had been subjected to successive thermal 

shocks by re-firing several time s at the 850°c 

peak temperature profile. 

Part 3. i'.leasurement of the Insulation resist ance 

presented by a number (generally 100) of 

crossovers connected in parallel, at various 

levels of de bias voltage. The equipment is 

indic.ated in Figure 8. 

Part 4. Determination of Dielectric Strength (as 

defined under the 'operational definition' 

described in the I NTRODUCTION). 

Part 5. i.\1easurement of Insulation resistance variation 

as a result of water absorption from a single 

drop of de! water placed directly in contact 

with the counter-electrode and surrounding 

dielectric of each crossover. 



,---- - - - ---., 
"test"I 

limiter 
Philips PI-124 21 DV~ .. r 

h- 600V de 

"discharge" 

- - - - -:i 

--- -11 

11 
I 1 
11 

: I 
.---~--.----'- - - - - -

-.L-L 
"T'°' ,. 1 , crossovers 

I I __ _.._-.-- - - - -
11 
11 
11 
11 

I 1
1 

shielded cable I 
_J_{ ________ :1 

- ----- - - - - - -- - '..I 
I 

__ _J 

Figure 8. ~ ,reasurement of leakage current. 
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Part 6. A repeat . of Parts 3, 4 & 5, after selected 

samples had been subjected to thermal snocks 

by refiring several times . 

Part 7. i11easurement of the unit-area capacitance 

. using larger crossovers of varying area on 

the substrates , and determination of the 

Dielectric constant at D iIHz and 22°c., for 

structures of known geon~etry. 

Part 8. A repeat of Part 7. after a time -lapse of 

3 months, for test substrates stored at a 
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room ambient temperature of 22°c, to i nvestigate 

the effe~ts of aging. 

Part 9. A repeat of Part 7. after selected samples 

had been re-fired once. 

Part 10. Measurement of the variation 1n Dielectric 

constant as a function of frequency, using 

a Marconi Model TF 1245A Q-meter. 

Part 11. :.1easurement of the variation 1I1 Dissipation 

factor, tan S, as a function of frequency 

using the Q-meter. 



. · RESULTS 

Part 1. 

Each of t he t est s ubs t rat es proces sed accor ding to 

the. four options available f or System ' A' mat erial s was 

examined for short-circuited cross overs and capacitors. The 

results are illustra t ed in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 is 

a representation of the arr ay of cross overs for each subs t rat e , 

on which a black dot signifi es a .short-circuit . The s ame 

procedure is used in Figure 10, which pr esents the information 

in tabular form for the re~aining structures on the test 

substrates. 

A trial run for S;ysteJl 'B' materials had shown that 

co-firing of t he counter-electrode was not feasible. Consequently 

only Options l(b) and 2(b) were employed, and the results 

are presented as for System 'A' in Figures 11 and 12. 

There does not appear to be any fault on the active 

areas of the mesh screens, such as a particle of foreign 

matter embedded in t he mesh, because this would be indicated by 

a short-circuit consistently appearing at the same location. 

This does not s eem to be the case for the batch of test 

substrates used in this evaluation. 

A summary of the yield fi gur es for both systems of 

materials follows Figt:re 12. The 'sample size' is taken to be 
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OFTION l( a ) 

: J'T? rTlHi 
--+----- ·- -
:::±==--==:::.!::::: 
=if mrrtTf 

OPTION 2(a) 

- -----

OPTION l ( b ) 

d!limrl 
™ A 4 

• 

OPTION 2(b) 

• . . 
. ;---r 

::+tttfttt+f 
,,. . A3 

• 

Figure 9. Location of short-circuits on arrays processed 

with System 'A' materials. 
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. Process Option l(a) Option l(b) Option 2(a) Option 2 (b) 

Substrate A ..... Ar- AlO A4 Ag Al A Ag A3 A7 c:, 0 5 

Capacitor 
A 

B 

c • 
D 

-
E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Crossover 

K • --
L 

.M 

N 

. Figure 10. Location of short-circuits on crossovers/capacitors 

for System 'A'. 



~mm mi 

• 
' 

. """" 
~ 

OPTION l(b) 

OPI'ION 2(b) 

Figure 11. Location of short-circuits on arrays processed 

with System ' B' materials. 
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Process 

Substrate 

Capacitor 
A 

B 
c 
D 

E 

F 
G 

H 

I 

J 

Crossover 
K 

: 
L 
IA 

N 

Option l(b) Option 2(b) 

81i '812 813 814 Bl5 816 817 818 819 820 Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B5 B7 Ba Bg BlO 

0 

• • 
• 0 ~ 

0 

• 
0 

.. • 0 

. 
0 

Figure 12. Location of short-circuits on crossovers/capacitors 

for System 'B' • 

3 

0 

0 

e 

VJ 
OJ 
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the total numbe r of cross9vers within a batch of test substrates 

for each processing Option : 

Syste:n ' A' 

Option Sample size Yield ( %) 

l(a) 1300 97.3 

Arrays l(b) 200 98.5 
2(a) 1300 99.4 
2(b) 200 99.0 

l(a) 42 97.6 
Capacitors l(b) 28 96.4 

& 2(a) 42 100 Crossovers 
2(b) 28 100 

S;ystem 'B' 

Arrays l(b) 1000 100 
2(b) 1000 . 99.6 

Capacitors l(b) 140 95.7 
& 2(b) 140 93.6 Crossovers 

Part 2. 

The results of the effect of re-firing on selected 

test substrates from each batch are illustrated in Figures 13 

and 14 for System 'A' materials, and Figures 15 and 16 for 

System 'B' materials. A summary of the yield figures for 

both systems follows Figure 16: 
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Figure 13. Effect of re-firing for System ·'A' .(Option l(a)) 
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OPTION 2( a ) 

After process i ng .. 

After re-firing once 

Figure 14. Effect of re~firing for System 'A'.(Option 2(a)) 



OPTION l(b) 

OfTION 2 (b) 

Figure 15. Effect of re-firing on arrays processed 

with System 'B' materials. 
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Process Opt i on l (b ) Opti on 2(b ) 

Substr ate Bl2 813 814 Bl? 819 Bl B2 8 7 138 BlO 

Capacit or 

A 0 0 

B 0 0 0 

c 0 0 

D Cl 

E 0 '. G 

F • 
G 0 

H • 
I • 
J 

Crossover 
K 

L • 
M 

N 

Figure 16. Effect of re-firing on crossovers/capacitors 

for System 'B'. 
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Sys te.m ' A' Yield 06 ) 

Option l( a ) Option '2 ( a ) 

After proces s ing : 96.6 99.0 

After re-firing once: 97.9 98.9 

After r e-firing 3 time s: 99.7 

System ' B ' Yield(%) 

Arra,ys Option l(b) Option 2(b) 

After processing : 100 100 

After re-firing once: 99.2 100 

Capacitors & crossovers 

After processing: 91.4 87.1 

After re-firing once: 88.6 90.0 

Part 3. 

Selected substrates from each system were prepared 

for the insulation resistance tests by connecting in parallel, 

the set of 100 crossovers on the array for each substrate. 

The network so formed was used in the set-up shown 

in Figure 8, and the leakage current for the parallel set 

of crossovers was measured as a function of the de voltage 

~pplied. The behaviour of a typical single crossover under 

normal (i.e. 'dry') conditions is illustrated for two different 

test substrates from System 'A', in the curves appropriately 

labelled in Figure 17. The corresponding behaviour for 
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Figure 17. Effect of water absorption on insulation resistance~ 



five different test substrates from System ' B' is illustrated 

in Figure 18. 

The difference in behaviour of the two systems is 
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quite apparent. lfo i ther of the samples for Sys ·~e:n 'A' suffered 

breakdown and the insulation resistance decreased only slightly 

between lOOV and 500V de, maintaining a value greater than 

3 x 1013 ohms. Howe ver , for System ' B', three out of five 

samples suffered breakdown at voltages less than 150V de, and 

all showed substantial decreases in insulation resistance to 

values as low as 2 Megohms. 

Part 4. 

The tests for dielectric strength under the conditions 

described in the 'operational definition' quoted previously, 

were made as follows: 

Single crossovers on the arrays of test substrates 

from System 'A' were connected to the equipment shown in 

Figure 8, and lOOV de applied; the voltage was increased to 

600V de, and the decrease in insulation resistance was noted. 

The results for each test substrate are displayed on the 

char4 of Figure 20(a), in which the upper bar denotes the 

insulation resistance at lOOV de and the lower bar, the value 

at 600V de. In every case, the reduction in insulation 

resistance was less than an order of magnitude. 
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Figure 18. Insulation resistance. 
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Figure 19. Effect of water absorption on insulation resistance. 

(dry test conditions-- see Figure 18.) 
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Part 5. 

In this part of the exper i ment , t he test is conducted 

as in part 3, but the effect of water absorption by the 

dielectric is examined by placing a single drop of deI 

water directly in cont ac t with the counter-e l ectrode and 

surround i ng dielectric of the crossover being tested. (This 

procedure, wh ich is far more severe than similar kinds of 

tests conducted in humidity chambers at t he s ame temperature, 

is referred to as the ' water-drop' test in thick-film 

literature.) 

The results for System ' A' are given in the graph 

of Figure 17 for 100 paralleled crossovers with a widely 

spread water-drop to cover all counter-electrodes, and the 

insulation resistance plotted on the basis of a single 

crossover; in the chart of Figure 20(b), the results are 

for a water-drop placed over a sin_gle cross over, with the 

test procedure being the same as for part 4. 

The results for System 'B' are given in Figure 19 , 

the test condition being for 100 paralleled crossovers as 

described for System 'A' above. Obviously, the dielectric 

strength test for System 'B' could not be made. 

Summarising the results for System 'A', at the same 

voltage level as the dry condition, the insulation resistance 

is decreased by less than an order of magnitude in all but 

one sample, and of those that did not display any erratic 
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-
behaviour , a voltage of a~ leas t 200V de could be sustained 

wit hout the i nsulati on r esis t ance fal l i ng b·alow 109 ohms 

for all t he s ampl es tested. 

For System ' B', the numerical r esul t s are disconcert ing ; 

all three s amples s uffe r ed br eakdown as low as 25V de, and 

in the wors t cas e, t he i nsulati on r es is tance had f all en as 

low as 4 x 105 oh_ms. In general terms, one could say that 

System 'A' was be tter t han System 'B' by four orders of 

magnitude in insul ation resistance, and an order of magnitude 

in dielectric strength. 

Part 6. 

The effect of re-firing on- the insulation resistance 

values for s amples from System 'A' test substrates, was 

examined for both dry and wet conditions, and the results 

are given in Figures 21, 22 and 23 .. 

Comparison between Figures 17 and 21 shows t hat re

firing once did not have a significant ef fect on the insulation 

resistance of the sample, other than a greater rate of 

decrease in value with increasing applied de voltage. Siffi ilarly, 

the results for t he water-drop test do not differ significantly 

whether the sample has been re-fired once or not, and the 

insulation resistance remained above 1012 ohms for both 

samples. 

Two test substrates, A15 and A25 , were chosen as 

samples because they each had one short circuit on their 
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Figure 21. Zffects of re-firing once on insulation resistance. 



arrays after processing , ~nd both short-circuits disappeared 

after re-firing once . Their behaviour under the same test 

conditions as for other samples in this ~art 6 experiment, 

is shown in Figure 22 for the dry condition. Although both 

samples suffered breakdown at 400V de, t he insulation · 

resistance up to that point remained above 2 x 1012 ohms . 

Test s ample A29 was selected from among the eight 

test substrates that were subjected to a tot al of 3 re~firing 

operations, because its case history showed that all three 

short circuits on its array after processing had disappeared 

by the time it had been re-fired , three times . The results 

for this sample are shown in Figure 23, which indicates that 

there is no significant de gradation in performance, under 

dry or wet conditions, as far as insulation resistance is 

13 concerned. The value remained above 10 ohms , and the 

dielectric strength was greater than 500V de for the sample. 

Part 7. 

The graph shown in Figure 24 indicates that the 

unit-area capacitance for System · 'A' is 1.9 pF.mm-2 compared 

with -1.6 pF.mm-2 for System 'B'. Since •the print thickness 

has a mean value of 46 microns for the dielectric, thl.s 

would mean that for System 'A' the dielectric constant has 

a mean value of 10, and for System 'B' a mean value of 8, 

both measured at lI'illiz and 22°c. 
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The choice of processing option did not have a 

signifi cant effect upon the values obtained for the 

capacitance of larger cross overs (pads K through N) and 

capacitors (pads A through J) of known ge ometry . 

· Part 8. 

The drift in value of capacitance as a r esult of 

normal aging over a period of three .::nonths at ambient 

temperature (22°C), was determined for the l arge crossovers 

and capacitors referred to above. The results are plotted 

in Figure 25, and indicate that the drift is approximately 

+1.5·% measured at l MH z, for a typical test substrate. 

Part 9. 

57 

The effect of re-f'iring once on the capacitance values 

obtained after processing appears to be an increase of between 

2 and 3i% measured at l .MH z and 22°c. The results are shown 

on the graph of Figure 26, for a typical test substrate. 

Part 10. 

, The way in which the dielectric constant varied as a 

function of frequency for both systems was compared in the 

graph of Figure 27. For both systems, the dielectric constant 

varies insignificantly over almost three decades of frequency, 

with the value for System 'A' remaining approximately 20% 

higher throughout than System 'B'. 
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Part 11. 

Results for the measurement of dissipation factor 

did not appear to be significantly affected by the processing 

option chosen, but did vary according to the size of pad 

chosen for measurement as illustrated in Figure 28. The 

plotted points have a measurement error of +10%, so there 

is some room for speculation regarding the true shape of 

the graphs, particularly for System 'B', since the higher 

loss component prevents more accurate determination of the 

null point in ~-meter measurements. 

However, it seems clear that the dissipation factor 

is lowest in the region around l i,1H z for System 'A' , and 

becomes substantially higher at both lower and higher 

frequencies for both systems. Typical values of tanO for 

System 'A' at li~lHz are 0 .1% and for System 'B', approxi:nately 

1%. 

The dashed line in Figure 28 represents the loss 

curve that would be expected from the model of Figure 4, 

with values of C = 80pF, R = 0.24 ohms and R = lOMn., x s p 

appropriate for pad E, System 'A'. Curve-fitting was not 

used -for System 'B' in view of the inaccuracy of the results 

in this particular case. However, the general shape of the 

curves lends some support for the validity of the model • 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A study of Part 1 results leaves little doubt that 

the method of manufacture strongly influences the circuit 

yield and t hat there is a best choice of processing option 

for each system. In this case, it would be Option 2(a) for 

System 'A' and Option l(b) for System ' 3 '. Care must be 

taken to ensure a realistic interpretation of the yield 

figures given here because, in the case of a production 

circuit,(as opposed to an array of very closely spaced 

crossovers to test the practical limitations of the process) 

actual yield depends on processing care and circuit complexity . 

The probability of obtaining 10076 yield decreases exponentially 

with the product of defect density and active circuit area. 

If circuit yield is to be · the prime consideration, then 

circuit designs must exploit this situation where possible. 

There is a strong indication from the results that 

the effect of re-firing has a tendency to change the location 

of short-circuits that may appear iillillediately after processing. 

Some seem to be eliminated altogether, and others forilled 

elsewhere on the arrays of various test substrates. Of the 

22 test substrates, 10 showed an increase in the number of 

short-circuits per array while 10 showed a decrease, and 2 

had no change. After being re-fired a total of three times, 
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there was an overall increase in yield. This may have been 

due to there being sufficient thermal energy available to 

63 

cause a break in some, or inde ed all, of the tenuous conduc ting 

paths resulting from diffusion of conduct ing ions into t he 

dielectric from the crossover electrodes . So~e support for 

this proposal mi ght be f ound in the case history of s ~~ple 

A29 , which had three short-circuits on its array after 

processing , one after being re-fired once, and none at all 

after being re-fired tnree times. Figure 23 indicates that 

the effect of re-firing does not degrade its performance 

relative to the other test substrates with no such case history. 

On an overall basis, the effect or re-firing on 

either System 'A' or System 'B' materials is unlikely to 

affect the yield, insulation resistance, dielectric strength 

or dielectric constant values to any significant degree. 

There is no question about the superiority of System 'A' 

materials ever System 'B' as far as dielectric strength is 

concerned, and leads to the rejection of the latter on t he 

basis of it not being impervious to moisture. It would require 

the use of a protective overglaze if high humidity conditions 

were to be encountered. Furthermore, breakdown voltages · 

of the order of 150V de, and insulation resistance values 

falling to a few megohms would be quite unsatisfactory for 

good crossovers. By contrast, System 'A' materials are quite 

capable of sustaining electrode volt ages in excess of 200V de, 

and in fact, 70% of the samples could sustain 500V de. Since 



the - insulation resistance remained above 1012 oh~ns under 

both dry and wet conditions , it appears to be practically 

i mpervious to wate r and would not require overglazing . It is 

to be recommended as a most suitable dielectric for 

crossover applications. 

It should be illade clear tha t insulat ion resistance 

tests could only be conducted on samples that had no short

circui ts on their arrays (so that 100 crossovers could be 

used in parall el ), or those samples having so few short

circuits that a sample could be prepared avoiding the rows 

and colurr.ns affected. In the latter case, at least 80 cross

overs were paralleled for a usable sample. The validity of 

the results is based on the premise that each crossover 

behaves si~ilarly, the total leakage current being equally 

divided among them. From an analysis of the failures after 

insulation resistance tests, it appeared unlikely that break

down had occured simultaneous ly in a given sample oT cross

overs; most probably the weakest crossover initiated the 

breakdown. For this reason, the dielectric strength measure

ments were conducted on single crossovers selected at, or 

near,- the centre of the array of crossovers. 

During the course of the experiments on dielectric 

strength, an interesting effect occured. v'lhen an existing 

short-circuit was exposed to a very high electric field, 

for example, 600V de across 46 c icrons of .dielectric, it 

could be made to go open circuit in some cases. It often 
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occured for ele ctrode voltage s of the order of lOOV de, and 

subsequent measuremen t of t he insulat ion resistance yielded 

values in excess of 107 ohms . 

Al though .t he behaviour was unsys t ematic, this effe ct 

should be i nves tigated with a much l arger s ample se t, be cause 

a voltage ' burn-in ' peri od for cr oss overs mi ght conceivably 

be us ed to i mprove t he y i e l d s i tuation. This effe ct was 

discus sed under t he he ad ing DC Effects, in the DI SCUSSION 

section of the r eport. 

It was evident f rom the results obt a ined, t hat t he 

dielectric constant of both sys tems was s uff iciently low 

( i.e • .c= 10) , and re l a ti vely independent of fre quency, t hat 

the coupling capacitance of nor.;nal sized crossovers ( <: l mm2) 

would be under 0.5pF. Furthermore , the option chosen for 

processing did not appear to have any significant effect 

on the value obtained for dielectric constant, and the drift 

to be expected as a result of normal aging and/or re-firing 

several times, is likely to be no more than 3%. 

The dissipation factor was substantially less for 

System 'A' than for System 'B', 0.1% as opposed to 1% at 

lMHz, which indicates the superiority of System 'A' when 

used to process low value (i.e. ~lOOpF), low-loss capacitors. 

Again, the values obtained for tan 6 did not appear to be 

affected significantly by the processing option chosen. 
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RECOi,:L\iEKDAT I OHS 

1. Adoption of Sys t em 'A' materials for further 

experiment ation on larger samples of test substrates 

in the area _of reliability, using specific production 

circuits of known multilayer geometry. 

2. To ensure as high a yield as possible, extreme 

cleanliness is essential in · all stages of processing 

dielectrics. Inspect all substrates after each printing 

stage, and again after each firing process, to detect 

any foreign matter which might become embedded in the 

dielectric layer. If possible, one printer should be 

assigned only for the production of dielectric prints 

to avoid the possibility of carry-over of conductive 

and/or resistive material on the s:iueegees. Dust covers 

should be used over fresh prints if there is likely to 

be delays before firing. 

3. There is some evidence to suggest that re-firing several 

times might be used deliberately to improve the yield. 

The integrity of the dielectric need be checked - only at 

the end of the complete firing sequence, as earlier 

checks are very likely to be inconclusive. If existing 
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- short-circuits are f ound t o disappear at some l at er 

stage of firing , and remain open circui t unt il completion 

of the processing sequence , t here seems to be no r eas on 

why that circuit sh ould not func t ion as we ll as those 

with no past history of f aults a t any stage. 

4. Instrumentation capable of directly indicating nano-

ampere leakage currents should be obtained if the relative 

merits of other paste systems are to be evaluated in 

the future. A direct-reading capacitance meter should 

be available in the laboratory facility. 

A well-regulated high-volt age de supply should 

be obtained for making me asur~ments on insulation 

resistance, as poor regulation gives rise to a current 
-

component indistinguishable from leakage and absorption 

currents; the voltage must be monitored directly. 



1. 

2. 

APPENDIX 

Q-meter measur ement of Capacitance and AC loss 

in te r~s of an equivalent paralle l R-C circuit 

The Q-meter circuit 1S illustrat ed in Figur e 29. 

The output level of the oscillator lS adjus t ed to 

a suitable reference level at the chosen test 

frequency, w. 

A suitable inductor is chosen that resonates at the 

chosen test frequency with the calibr ated standard 

tuning capacitor at about mid-range (C1 ), and ·the 

circuit ' Q' is indicated directly on the E~J . ( ~1 ) 

3. The component whose i~pedance is expected to be primarily 

due to capacitive reactance, is connected across the 

test terminals of t he meter. The tuning capacitor is 

adjusted for resonance again, (C2), and there is a 

decrease, AQ, in the value of circuit 'Q'. (Q2) 

4. J:et R and C represent the equivalent parallel elewents 

of the unknown component. The following expressions 

are easily obtained: 

tan~ = 
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Figure 29. The Q-meter circuit. 
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